Impact of the *Haemophilus influenzae* type b vaccination program on HIB meningitis in Brazil

Impacto do programa de vacinação contra meningites causadas por *Haemophilus influenzae* tipo b no Brasil

**Abstract**

This study aimed to evaluate the impact of vaccination against *Haemophilus influenzae* type b (HIB) in Brazil on the morbidity, mortality, and case fatality of HIB meningitis, using the Ministry of Health database and population data from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística – IBGE). Impact was evaluated through a time series analysis (1983-2002), using regression forecasting (RF) by dividing the time series into two periods: (a) historical (1983-1998) and (b) validation (1999-2002). Impact of the vaccination was positive, although more significant for incidence and mortality than for case fatality rates.
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**Introduction**

Meningitis caused by *Haemophilus influenzae* type b (HIB) represents an important health problem in Brazil, due both to its clinical-epidemiological characteristics and its heavy socio-economic impact.

As a result of the meningococcal meningitis epidemic (1972-1976), the Brazilian Ministry of Health implemented the meningitis epidemiological surveillance program, with special attention to several etiologies, including meningitis caused by *Haemophilus bacilli*.

In addition to respiratory infections, HIB can cause serious invasive disease, including meningitis, pneumonia, epiglottitis, sinusitis, bacteriaemia, otitis, and arthritis. Within this group, bacterial meningitis has received the most attention due to its high morbidity and mortality rates and the specific laboratory diagnosis for clinical cases, as well as its compulsory notification.

*Haemophilus influenzae* type b meningitis is an endemic disease in Brazil, predominating in infants (< 1 year of age) 1,5,6. The conjugate vaccine with diphtheria CRM197 protein was introduced in the routine schedule of the National Immunization Program (NIP) in August 1999. Considering the recent introduction of HIB vaccination in the NIP routine and data availability for time series studies, the current research aimed to evaluate the impact of HIB vaccination on a historical time series from 1983 to 2002.
Methods

The ecological design used a historical time series from 1983 to 2002, calculating the incidence, mortality (expressed per 100,000), and case fatality (%) rates due to HIB and other unspecified bacterial meningitis in the under-5-year age group, based on databases from the Ministry of Health (cases and confirmed deaths) and the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística – IBGE) (population data). The impact of vaccination was evaluated by regression forecasting (RF) proposed by Box et al. using models with the “incidence”, “mortality”, and “case fatality” rates (y axis) and time series (x axis). The time series was divided into two periods: (1) “historical” (1983-1998) and (2) “validation” (1999-2002). The models only considered the historical period (before vaccination was introduced), enabling calculation of the straight-line prediction for the period and forecasting the indicators for the validation period (after introduction of the vaccine). Point estimates and confidence intervals (95%CI) were calculated. The study used the Stata software, version 7.0 (Stata Corp., College Station, USA). Incidence and mortality rates and the number of observed, expected, and prevented cases and deaths due to HIB and unspecified bacterial meningitis were calculated for two periods: before (1983-1998) and after vaccination (1999-2002).

Results

Figure 1 shows straight-line predictions and forecasts for the incidence, mortality, and case fatality rates and the respective confidence intervals in the under-5 age group. As expected, there was a greater impact of HIB vaccination on HIB meningitis than on unspecified bacterial meningitis. Incidence and mortality rates showed an upward trend until 1998, which was expected to continue if the vaccination had not been introduced (Figure 1). However, after vaccination was introduced into the routine immunization schedule, the significant decrease in incidence and mortality rates indicates the vaccine’s positive impact from 1999 onwards. *Haemophilus influenzae* type b vaccination also had an effect on unspecified bacterial meningitis, but not as evident as for HIB meningitis.

Although HIB case fatality rates had been decreasing since the beginning of the series, they remained high until 2001, so that the impact of vaccination was most evident in 2002. Related to unspecified bacterial meningitis, the HIB vaccine had no effect on case fatality.

Discussion

Due to the lack of epidemiological studies on invasive diseases caused by HIB, the inclusion of this vaccine in immunization programs in developing countries was based on information from international studies that identified these diseases as one of the world’s most serious public health problems 5,8, as well as on the efficacy of the conjugate HIB vaccine 9,10,11.

After conjugate HIB vaccines were included in routine immunization programs in the 1990s, diseases caused by HIB practically disappeared from Western Europe, Canada, United States, Australia, and New Zealand 12. Conjugate vaccines also demonstrated their effectiveness in preventing invasive diseases caused by HIB in developing countries 13,14. Although this study was not designed to evaluate the vaccine’s efficacy, the results support the conclusion that the vaccine had a positive impact on HIB meningitis in Brazil.

Furthermore, prospects for drug treatment of HIB infections are limited by the development of antimicrobial resistance 15,16 and the fact that HIB chemoprophylaxis is not very effective. In this sense, vaccination is important for control-
Incidence, mortality and case-fatality trends related to *Haemophilus influenzae* type b meningitis (A) and unspecified bacterial meningitis (B) in children under 5 years old. Brazil, 1983 to 2002.
ling invasive diseases caused by HIB, particularly considering that HIB is the second most frequent cause of bacterial meningitis in Brazil.

Within the group of invasive HIB diseases, meningitis is prone to possible epidemiological control by surveillance actions including case notification and hospitalization.

The meningitis surveillance system is an important source of epidemiological information, identifying the population at risk of acquiring the disease, the specific nature of pathogenic agents, and the causal pathway needed to plan appropriate public health measures. However, besides improving the notification system, data quality must be assured in order to identify the best prevention strategies.

From 1983 to 2002, 379,352 cases of meningitis were reported in Brazil, including 24,710 (6.51%) cases of HIB meningitis (81.6% in children under 5). The predominance of HIB meningitis in this age group, also reported in other studies, can result from the low immune capacity of under-fives to produce anti-PRP (polyribosylribitol phosphate) antibodies. In other regions where the vaccine has not been introduced, protection against HIB can be stimulated by sub-clinical infections with serotype b or the presence of antigens similar to PRP, which are found in some bacterial species, especially enterobacteria.

The magnitude of the incidence, mortality, and case fatality rates in this study might be even higher if the following factors are taken into account: (1) cases submitted to microbiological investigation and laboratory cultures to identify HIB are not always free from previous exposure to antibiotics; (2) some cases may not be included in the surveillance system; and (3) in general, physicians diagnosing cases at private services do not complete the systematic notification forms.

The present study showed an increase in incidence and mortality rates from 1988 onwards, which could be related to improved health surveillance actions at the local, State, and Federal levels, by means of policies that encouraged notification of the diseases. The results may also be related to progressive improvement in diagnostic quality in Brazil, as since 1989, when cases began to be identified according to etiological agent 1.

After 1999, the declining incidence and mortality rates showed that vaccination had the expected impact on the disease. The sharp decrease in these rates for HIB meningitis corroborates the conjugate vaccine’s effectiveness in Brazil. However, the expansion of vaccine coverage and monitoring of HIB invasive diseases should be encouraged in the country in order to prevent cases and deaths and to evaluate the need for a booster dose. The declining rates for unspecified bacterial meningitis appear to result from improved diagnostic quality, and it is reasonable to suppose that a residual number of HIB meningitis cases in that group may also have been prevented by the specific vaccination. Since case fatality rates were already decreasing even before the vaccine was introduced, the vaccine apparently did not affect this indicator as much as it did incidence and mortality rates during the initial years of vaccination.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Haemophilus influenzae</th>
<th></th>
<th>Unspecified bacterial meningitis</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-vaccine</td>
<td>Post-vaccine</td>
<td>Pre-vaccine</td>
<td>Post-vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed cases</td>
<td>17,994</td>
<td>2,159</td>
<td>28,765</td>
<td>10,296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence rate</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected cases ***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4,522</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7,229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevented/Excess cases</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+3,067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed deaths</td>
<td>3,323</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>4,407</td>
<td>948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality rate</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected deaths #</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevented/Excess deaths</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Incidence and mortality rates (x 10^-5) in the pre- and post-vaccination periods;
** Prevented/Excess cases and deaths in the post-vaccination period (N observed - N expected);
*** Incidence rate in the pre-vaccination period x population in the post-vaccination period;
# Mortality rate in the pre-vaccination period x population in the post-vaccination period.
According to Heath et al. 23, even after large-scale vaccination, some cases of invasive disease can occur. Clinical and immunological risk factors related to the occurrence of cases include prematurity; age less than one year; Down syndrome; and childhood cancer, which can contribute to immunodeficiency. However, other factors must be taken into account when new cases appear, such as deficient product storage or errors in administering the vaccine. According to the literature, the small number of new cases in regions where the HIB vaccine has been introduced have occurred in individuals with an incomplete vaccination schedule, age groups that did not receive the vaccine, or non-immunized persons 24,25,26,27. Therefore, efforts to control invasive HIB disease continue to be encouraged by creating collective awareness about the disease’s severity, effective surveillance programs, and expansion of vaccine coverage 25,28.

In evaluating the impact of the HIB vaccination program in children less than 5 years of age worldwide, several authors have presented similar results on the decrease in incidence levels, using time intervals in the pre- and post-vaccination periods that were similar to those in the present study 3,24,29,30,31. In Brazil, no studies have been published with large time series to evaluate the incidence and mortality rates in the pre-vaccination period. However, the present study’s findings on the trend in incidence rates are similar to those reported by Simões et al. 22.

Studies with an ecological design (secondary databases) have a number of limitations. Meanwhile, the availability of data through systematic collection appears to be useful for comparative studies between observed and forecasted values as a strategy to evaluate the impact of vaccination on different epidemiological indicators.

In short, the improvement of quality control for HIB meningitis notification and vaccine coverage, along with the results provided by new studies in Brazil, may finally optimize strategies for planning, managing, and evaluating health promotion and prevention programs.

Resumo

A proposta deste trabalho foi avaliar o impacto da vacinação contra Haemophilus influenzae tipo b (HIB) no Brasil sobre a morbi-mortalidade e a letalidade das meningites por HIB, a partir de base de dados fornecida pelo Ministério da Saúde e as estimativas populacionais provenientes do Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística (IBGE). Para a avaliação do impacto utilizou-se análise de tendência temporal (1983-2002), aplicando-se a técnica RF (regression forecasting), dividindo-se a série em dois períodos: (a) período histórico (1983-1998) e (b) período de estimação (1999-2002). O impacto da vacinação foi positivo, embora tenha se revelado mais expressivo sobre a morbi-mortalidade que sobre a letalidade.
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